Measurement that exceeds expectations

A newly designed, rugged, and waterproof optical total station with the convenience of measuring reflectorlessly to any surface.

Available in either a 2 or 5 arc second accuracy, the ES-60 with on-board TopBasic software dramatically increases efficiency in topo data collection, construction layout as well as road stakeout tasks.

Extend your day with the compact and rechargeable battery that delivers up to 15 hours of project site productivity. Proven dual axis compensators get it right the first time, while the waterproof design lets you work through unexpected weather changes.

The 25-key alphanumeric keyboard allows for quick inputting of point numbers, codes attributes and more.

For construction layout projects, the bright laser pointer vividly shines to precisely denote where your next digital design will be – visualize and check for problems before they arise.

With an eye on safety, the unit has a smaller beam width when compared with non-prism instruments in its class, resulting in non-prism measurements of up to 350 m.